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a selection of new and upcoming releases

Fiction:
It Starts With Us by Colleen Hoover (10/18)
Lily bumps into her first love, Atlas, and it turns her whole world upside down in this
anticipated sequel

Our Missing Hearts by Celeste Ng (10/4)
A deeply suspenseful and heartrending novel about the unbreakable love between a
mother and child in a society consumed by fear

Jackal by Erin E. Adams (10/4)
A young Black girl goes missing in the woods outside her Rust Belt town. But she's not the
first-and she may not be the last.

Mad Honey by Jodi Picoult and Jennifer Finney Boylan (10/4)
A woman worries that her son takes after his abusive father when his girlfriend is found dead

The Passenger by Cormac McCarthy (10/25)
A diver finds a crashed plane’s black box, discovering the truth about the crash and the conspiracy surrounding
it

Hester by Laurie Lico Albanese (10/4)
Historical fiction that imagines the basis for Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter, Scottish immigrant
Isobel

Nonfiction:
American Rascal by Greg Steinmetz (8/30)
A gripping biography of Gilded Age millionaire Jay Gould whose greed and bare-knuckled
tactics led Wall Street to institute its first financial reforms

How to Speak Whale by Tom Mustill (9/6)
Wildlife filmmaker uses his whale encounter as means to discuss animal communication and
what we can learn from it

The Grandest Stage: A History of the World Series by Tyler Kepner (10/11)
A comprehensive, all access look at the 117-year history of American baseball’s biggest game: the World Series

Newsroom Confidential by Margaret Sullivan (10/18)
A candid look at one print journalist’s career and her insights into how people can regain trust in the media

All That Is Wicked by Kate Winkler Dawson (10/4)
True story of the “Victorian-era Hannibal Lecter” who used his cunning to enter New York salons and evade
capture

Saving Main Street: Small Business in the Time of Covid-19 by Gary Rivlin (10/18)
A reporter follows 3 small businesses throughout the Covid-19 pandemic, exploring what they did to survive

